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ABSTRACT:
The purpose of this research is to examine current companies and the inventory
systems they are using. Furthermore, factors that companies have considered when
implementing their inventory systems will be also be considered. The three
companies examined include Con Agra, Sara Lee, and Nissan. The research was
collected using both primary and secondary forms of research. As for the
secondary, information on the background of the above-mentioned companies was
gathered as well as information about their current inventory systems and financial
performance. Next, a representative from each company was interviewed. The
results indicated that while companies are implementing up-to-date technologies,
the majority of the companies were not utilizing information available that may help
make these systems more efficient. While implementing new technology has
benefited various corporations, current research in supply chain management could
prove invaluable to corporations that have chosen to implement technologies while
disregarding methodology.

Contemporary Inventory Management Systems: Are they Capitalizing on
Current Research and Methods?

Introduction:
The current influx of technology and increasing trend towards globalization has led
to a profound change in the structuring of inventory management systems. The
focus of this research is to examine current companies and the inventory systems
they are using. Three well-known companies will be examined. The purpose ofthe
study is to examine the factors that companies have considered when implementing
their inventory systems. This study will explore whether companies are adopting upto-date inventory systems. Furthermore, inventory systems have been described in
detail in the academic field of supply chain management. Are companies benefiting
from the current research? How have companies adopted principles from inventory
systems? What are the areas that most companies feel had to be developed
specifically for the company? What are the universal principles? In addition, this
research will document just how much theory can be translated into actual
performance and implementation for an average company. The performance of the
company will also be considered in light of the type of inventory system adopted.
Con Agra, Sara Lee, and Nissan are the primary focus of this research.
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Background:
Sara Lee Corporation
Sara Lee Corporation is in the business of food, clothes and consumer care. Sara
Lee has operations in 55 countries and targets consumers in approximately 200
nations (www.saralee.com).

During a 26-week period, ending 12/28/02, revenues

increased 4% to $9.31 billion. Also, net income increased 63% to $656 million
(www.biz.yahoo.com).

The focus of this research will be Sara Lee's food and

beverage business. Sara Lee Corp. is renowned for its baked goods. However, Sara
Lee is also in the business of frozen baked goods, Jimmy Dean sausages, Hillshire
Farms, and Superior Coffee.
Because Sara Lee Corp. is a diversified conglomerate; there is not a rigid set of
standards for systems throughout the corporation. Nevertheless, the majority of
.business units are currently implementing EDI (electronic data interchange).

This

system enables the efficient use of bar coding, data storage, and category
management.

Efficient customer response is also currently in use by most Sara Lee

business units. The use of ED I has enabled Sara Lee to offer what is called cross
docking. Cross docking is a process initiated by Wal-Mart where commodities are
not stored in a facility. Rather, trucks deliver the goods from Sara Lee. Each truck
from the supplier typically carries a different product. The receivers have trucks
where the inventory from the supplier is broken down. The receiver takes a variety
of products and delivers them directly to the store (Chopra, Meindl, 2001).
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Another interesting development when considering Sara Lee's inventory
management systems, is the initiative taken in Sara Lee's divisions across Europe.
Sara Lee's divisions in Europe have been using ICG Commerce's services to
outsource purchasing.

This has resulted in cost savings for Sara Lee through

aggregate purchasing.

However, because there are so many divisions some

efficiency has been lost. This initiative affects all of Sara Lee's operations including
consumer products, food and beverages, and apparel (www.manufacturing.net).

Sara

Lee has also attempted to implement demand solutions software solutions in twelve
subsidiaries throughout the Asian-Pacific region and Europe
www.demandmanagementsystems.com).

The goals of this system include

integrating information in order to provide reliable information about demand
(www.demandmanagementsystems.com).
Con Agra Corporation
ConAgra Foods one of the largest packaged food companies. ConAgra Foods
supplies consumer grocery retailers as well as restaurants.

ConAgra's most

renowned brands include Healthy Choice, Hunt's, Orville Redenbacher's, Butterball,
and many other popular brands (www.conagrafoods.com).

ConAgra Foods is the

number three food company and is number two in frozen foods. There are over 30
brands that belong to ConAgra. As for financials, ConAgra is a $24 billion dollar
corporation.

Currently, net income is at $463 million and is up ten percent from the

prior year (www.hoovers.com).
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ConAgra utilizes a just-in-time distribution system. This system was
outsourced through ES3. ES3 has made dramatic improvements in the area of
packaged goods delivery. ConAgra has an agreement with ES3, and ES3 provides
ConAgra access to its facilities that serve as distribution centers. ES3 is able to fill
orders within 24 hours. Furthermore, through the use of ED I and XML, real-time
access to inventory information is made possible. ConAgra Foods has also
contracted with Total Logistic Control to manage two of its grocery distribution
centers in Florida and Tennessee. TLC will provide order processing for the
activities at both ofthese locations. Total Logistic Control customizes inventory
solutions for their clients in order to provide savings, efficiency and inventory
control (www.totallogistic.com).

ConAgra and Gilroy Food's have successfully

implemented a warehouse management and production execution system. This
system is a warehouse management system provided by Irista.
"We are using the full breadth oflristaWarehouse

from receiving, put away,

picking and shipping with the unique ability to manage and control the
manufacturing process in conjunction with WMS processes. This supports
our 'make-to-order' and 'make-to-stock' processes while improving the entire
order process through faster and more accurate order fulfillment
(www.irista.com) .••
As for purchasing, ConAgra Foods incorporated the Informatica Warehouse for
Strategic Sourcing system. This system allows ConAgra to aggregate spending and
achieve discounts when purchasing.
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Nissan Corporation
Nissan Corporation is the second largest auto manufacturer in Japan. It is
second to Toyota and is ahead of Honda. Nissan manufactures approximately 2.6
million vehicles a year, and generates $56 billion a year in revenues. Nissan's net
income is currently at about $700 million for the previous year. Nissan's most
popular models include the Maxima, Sentra, Altima, Frontier pickups, and
Pathfinder SUV's (www.hoovers.com).
Nissan currently uses a just-in-time production system. Just-in-time
production has a significant effect on inventory. While companies previously held
that maintaining high work-in-process inventories was critical to success, this view
has changed radically with the use of just- in-time production. After a slump in
earnings, Nissan sought the help of Cap Gemini Ernst & Young. Cap Gemini
assisted Nissan in implementing ERP. ERP is short for enterprise resource planning.
ERP provides a way to track transactions as well as make information available
throughout the corporation. Therefore, enabling companies to make smart inventory
decisions. SAP was the version chosen for implementation (Chopra, Meindl, 2001).
Nissan also uses a "Milkrun" approach. Milk runs can help lower
transportation costs by improving the utilization of trucks. Nissan picks up the
components necessary for manufacturing vehicles from its various suppliers. EDI
implementation at Nissan has benefited both Nissan and their suppliers. Prior to the
implementation of ED I, Nissan had to generate a release authorization number for
every part delivery into the plant. Next, advice notes had to be printed for each
release authorization number. EDI resulted in cost savings because of reduced labor
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requirements and mailing. Further benefits were accrued in the form of the
shortening of lead times for delivery information to the supplier base as well as a
reduction in the level of manual errors. Nissan also selected Velocity to help improve
supplier performance management.

SW A is the solution Velocity offered to help

Nissan keep track of what is going on in the supply chain. Next, the supply chain of
Sara Lee, ConAgra Foods, and Nissan will be analyzed based on up-to-date
information from company employees.
Interview with Sara Lee Employee
What is your name?
Bob Johnson
Can you please tell me your title and role in your organization?
Director of Materials Management
How long have you worked for Sara Lee?
I have worked for my company for 18yrs and it has been a part of Sarah Lee for 10
yrs.
Can you describe Sara Lee's inventory system?
We are currently involved in consolidation.

Sara Lee has many different companies

and divisions. For the past three years we have been involved in consolidation of the
food group, it is a combination of two or three systems. A manufacturing system,
which is Prizm. An order entry and billing system-J.D. Edwards, for Inventory
Management, the system is Infinitum, and for Logistics the system is Manugistics.
All those interface together where they combine so you do something in one, it
affects the others, but it doesn't always work.
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Please describe the processes involved in the supply chain, would you
characterize these processes as pull or push phases in the supply chain?
Historically, we have had a strictly push-based supply chain, we are currently trying
to evolve into pull.

We have been interfacing with customers and suppliers to go to

pull, Before, we didn't give much information to suppliers or customers and didn't
let them know capacity issues. We are trying to work more with suppliers and
customers now. For example, push plants have historically run into capacity
constraints in April, May, June, and July. This was because of forward production
during January, February, and March when we are slow and inventory is becoming
an issue and we have to push this inventory through sales and promotions.

This is

because we are relying on historical data.

As for pull systems, how is the information gathered on actual demand?
Now we have a 13-week production plan that is forecasted with 65-70 % accuracy.
Now there is a forecast where four weeks are firm and nine weeks are theoretical
and we give the information to suppliers so the supplier plans his business around
our forecast, getting suppliers notice; and lead times have been cut down from 5-6
weeks to 2-3 weeks lead time; 10 days to 4-5 days not having to cut purchase orders,
the supplier knows what we need. Blanket billing is done on a monthly basis, instead
of billing with purchase orders, suppliers have more confidence and there is a better
relationship, it is not as close with the customers.

What are the materials involved in running the business?
Corrugated boxes, hot dog casings, salami casings, clips, meat, spices, sugars, corn
syrup, etc.
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Which of these goods are finished goods?
Almost all of them are finished goods.

How are these goods replenished?
According to the forecast system, in theory, but sometimes reacting to orders.

Could you describe what is involved as far as Master Scheduling is concerned
for these products, from the finished goods and down the product structure to
the highest level built to stock?
Every finished good has a bill of materials, based on materials required to pack 100
lbs., Finished goods, but nine pounds- what it takes to get 10.085 boxes, so
increments of 100 pounds.

The master schedule is set in by pounds into the Prizm

systems and it explodes a Bill of Materials for requirements short-term, as well as 13
weeks, Every week the next 13 weeks is put in.

Is Master Scheduling done on a weekly/daily basis?
Master schedule is usually production plan, but at the same time daily production
plan. Master schedule will not tell you how to plan production, just how many
pounds per week, it is up to the production planner to balance out two days in
accordance. As the production plan is reported it decreases. There is a category
planner in Cincinnati that has access to this information, but it doesn 't get updated
until the evening so we are working one day behind schedule.

What are the inputs used to come up with the Master Schedule? (i.e. product
forecasts, customer sales orders, DRP planned orders, inventory systems).
There is a historical component and there are two ways to build inventory to
Produce to Stock and Produce to Order, Here, there is a combination of both. A
percentage of produce to stock and a greater percentage of produce to order. A
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good percent of three companies allow to build to stock. Out of 360 SKU's 85 to 90
% of business in 50 SKU's, The rest are included in this 15 percent.

The 3

companies we sell the majority to allow build to stock.

How critical do you think information sharing is for pull phases in your
organization?
It is not critical because generally volume has increased or decreased, and we have
other sources of material and they are interchangeable between products, there is
leeway in materials when orders come in.

What has your organization done to improve information sharing?
The project I talked about in the beginning, consolidating systems.

Can you describe the outputs of MRP? Le, planned orders?
Direct materials divided into different day-to day procurement that monitors
different categories; on-hand inventory and looks out 13 weeks, don't look past 4
weeks, source depending, any report which is necessary usually 13 week reports to
know whatever demand isfor 13 weeks. Meat report breaks them out, PRIZM
system is modified- Available to promise are divided into any way you want.

Do you know anything about forecasting and how your company derives them?
In theory, take into account historical data, promotions on products in short-term,
keeping track of business that was there and is no longer there and business that is
added and adding or subtracting it so historical data is good. In the past 17years of
this business nothing has changed, the sales forecast is a number that is out there, if
the number doesn't hit we have to scramble to get materials, if we have an excess we
do promotions.
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How is this information transmitted to various parts of the organization?
There are 3500 SKU's in the Sara Lee family and the forecast is 80-85% accurate
for the whole family as opposed to 60-65% for this division. It is disseminated to all
the various places through IP process. Aforecasting system that interfaces into the
manufacturing system, logistics system, promotional systems, so you could keep
track.
Uyou could suggest any improvements for Sara Lee's inventory system, what
would they be?
This is a bit one-sided but we need to do better on the front-end sales, marketing and
understanding the business, when we centralized we lost talent that knew the
business and they had historical knowledge, so the quality of the front end,
Marketing and sales.
How has Sara Lee's inventory system effected the financial performance of the
corporation?
I don't know

if it has

any effect on the financial part of the business, we have had this

system for a year and a half, the forecasting and production has given us a much
better opportunity to plan budgets.
Can you think of any problems with inventory Sara Lee has had in the past and
what steps were taken to fix them?
I'dprefer

not to answer that question.

Has Sara Lee received any awards and or recognition for their inventory system?
I don't think so, we are a division, but I believe Sara Lee went this route to centralize
because consumers want to do business with one company and not 17 or 18. This is
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why Sara Lee went this route not because it made things better. A lot of times it
doesn't even work and it needs a lot of improvements.
Interview with Con Agra Employee
What is your name?
Paul Dillon
Can you please tell me your title and role in your organization?
I'm a supply chain analyst, I do project planningfor

the dry network shelf-stable

foods. I monitor and maintain inventory levels throughout seven mixing centers,
supporting two operating groups for shelf stable foods, working with the deployers
and the people actually out at the mixing centers. We are part of a retail foods
group;

some common names that you see that we deal with are Hunts, Chef Boyar

Dee, Wesson Oil and Peter Pan Peanut butter.
How long have you worked for Con Agra?
Three years
How have you become familiar with Con Agra's inventory system?
I monitor and maintain inventory levels throughout seven mixing centers, supporting
two operating groups for shelf stable foods, working with the deployers and the
people actually out at the mixing centers. We are part of a retail foods group some
common names that you see that we deal with are Hunts, Chef Boyar Dee, Wesson
Oil and Peter Pan Peanut butter.
Can you describe Con Agra's inventory system?
Basically, Sara Lee's inventory system is a SAPIR2 based inventory system, which
ties directly to a McQue based Oracle-based 3rd party vendor warehouse application.
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What we've done is, we are in an operating group environment, where we have
multiple operating groups storing and shipping product out of the same warehouses,
essentially each operating group maintains their own ERP system in between that we
have an integration tool called Informatica, what we do our actual warehousing with
is a

jrd

party vendor software by the name of Red Prairie.

How has technology influenced Con Agra's Inventory system?
Technology has influenced us greatly, as far as our ability to track, maintain, and
communicate inventory levels and inventory status changes and balances throughout
the organization.
Please describe the processes involved in the supply chain, would you
characterize these processes as pull or push phases in the supply chain?
Well, in our line of business in the food-service industry, the vast majority of
everything we do is push, whereas basically what we do is we have to predict how
much product will be consumed, how much product will be sold, and at which levels.
Can you describe some of those actual processes?
It's actually quite simple. It initiates from your sales data consumption levels,
harvest levels or yield it starts there and at that point that information is looked at by
our deployers and they make our schedules, how much product needs to be produced
and where it will be stored. And out of which plants that product has to be produced,
at that point it is produced and shipped out to the appropriate mixing center.
What are the materials involved in running the business?
On the dry side, we have three major components the first tomatoes then peanuts and
oil.
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How are these goods replenished?
Con Agra hosts some harvesting but the majority is sourced.

We do master

scheduling.
Is Master Scheduling done on a weekly/daily basis?
We do master scheduling on a weekly basis.
What are the inputs used to come up with the Master Schedule? i.e. product
forecasts, customer sales orders, DRP planned orders, inventory systems.
Sales history, current demand, consumption levels etc.
How critical do you think information sharing for pull phases in your
organization?
Absolutely critical, communication of status changes from the warehouses back up to
the actual sales organization is key, as in the food industry, you are dealing with
product that has expiration dates that has shelf life and expires, information needs to
be sent back up to the sales organization, for example, if we know that we are going
to have 10,000 cases of tomato paste that is going to expire, the sales organization
has to know that, so they could price it accordingly, and get that product out the
door. In sum, in order to limit the amount of wasted product we have to make sure
that all the appropriate people in the organization are on the same page as far as
where the inventory is, what the status of the inventory is and how much more time
they have to sell that product or get that product out of the warehouse.
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What has your organization done to improve information sharing?
We are currently in the process and have successfully opened our last mixing center
where we have consolidated roughly 28 different distribution centers into 7 mixing
centers across 2 different operating companies.
For the goods other than the finished goods, what are the steps involved in
Material Requirements Planning?
Consumption levels, forecast data, harvest data
Could you describe the inputs for MRP? i.e. master schedule, inventory status,
Bills of Material.
Once again consumption level sales history, forecast data and yield.
Can you name some of the component parts and the dependent demand items?
A good example would be the tomatoes,

if you

harvest bad tomatoes you can't offer a

higher-grade product etc.
Do you know anything about forecasting and how your company derives them?
We use a company by the name of Logility, they take several things into account,
they take historical demand, sales history etc.

If you could suggest any improvements for Con Agra's inventory system, what
would they be?
I would say better information sharing between the people in the plant mixing center
and the sales department.
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How has Con Agra's inventory system effected the financial performance of the
corporation?
Your inventory is key because it is working capital, when inventory shoots up your
working capital shoots up, so your return on assets is lower. Cash flows become
lower, In sum, there is a direct financial impact with inventory, the more inventory
the more working capital tied up in inventory.

Can you think of any problems with inventory Con Agra has had in the past
and what steps were taken to fix them?
Yes, in two areas, where you produce too much product so some of it is wasted or
has to be donated, and often times we find ourselves producing too less of a product,
where the demand is greater than what we anticipated.

What we have done to help

improve this situation is, it is a working target as we build a stronger and longer
sales history, the better we will be able to predict what our customers will buy and
when they will buy it.

Has Con Agra received any awards and or recognition for their inventory
system?
I can't say that I am aware of such a type of recognition. But I will tell you on the
dry side of our business, we have not had a recall in the entire year, that is a major
success.
Interview with Nissan Employee

What is your name?
SamA. Ayyash
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Can you please tell me your title and role in your organization?
I'm the logistics manager responsible for the flow of materials from suppliers and
overseas to distribution to users and customers.
How long have you worked for Nissan?
9 years
How have you become familiar with Nissan's inventory system?
When I was first hired with Nissan, I was employed in the production and
manufacturing department for almost three years, and we did work on the MRP II
systems, and since then I have become very familiar with that system because the
MRP IL which is the MA C PAC system; we use itfor all our company, including
order-takingfrom

dealers, to invoicing, to the end-users and customers as well.

Can you describe Nissan's inventory system?
We have a JIT inventory system and we have suppliers from the US, which we call
domestic suppliers or local suppliers, and we have parts that come from Japan and
we order individual parts, we call IPO that which we order each single part separate
from Japan, 60% of our parts are from local suppliers, and the other 40% of parts
come from Japan.
How has technology influenced Nissan's Inventory system?
Technology helped us a lot with our inventory system. First, about 19years ago
everything was done manually in the company. We used to use Word and Excel
Sheets, and that created a lot of problems between the departments, because each
department was acting separately, even our Mac Pac system was existent but was
not fully utilized by all of the departments, that created a lot of inventory inaccuracy,
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scheduling issues, inaccurate dates to the dealers for delivery, and since we
automated the systems. The entire company has one system to work on, which is
from order taking to deliver to customers, including inventory planning, bill of
material accuracy, and also for manufacturing and M 0. to delivery to the customers.
Please describe the processes involved in the supply chain, would you
characterize these processes as pull or push phases in the supply chain?
Nissan utilizes in the past five years the pull system, before that we used to use the
push system, however, because the push system you have to build a lot of inventory
of finished goods as well as raw materials, our objective is to minimize our inventory,
we apply Just-in- Time and use the pull system. The supply chain starts from order
taking to delivery to the customers. Order taking can be done in two different ways,
first, through the dealers; the dealers have direct access to our automated system
and they can key in the orders and our sales people can review the orders and make
sure they are accurate. The second system isfor national accounts, i.e. Wal-Mart,
Pepsi and other big companies, the order-taking starts in the company itself, and the
sales people review it and they can key in the order in our system, by keying in the
order, our master schedules have visibility to look at the orders and make sure that
whatever the customer needs they can meet the requirements for the customers first,
because different forklifts have different parts and different specifications.

They

want to make sure that the lead time the customer wants for delivery. we can meet
that, so the master schedules work closely with manufacturing and production
control and master scheduling is part of production control and they have to issue
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the delivery schedule to our dealers internally as well as prepare and issue the
manufacturing order for manufacturing to pull the forklifts.
As for pull systems, how is the information gathered on actual demand?
The pull system the information is gathered based on forecasts, I believe we have
about 70-80% accuracy with our forecasts, we do it based on a three-year history of
sales volume and based on the high-volume items, based on that the forecast tells us
each quarter how many forklifts have to be built, and also we have an annualized
number to meet our business operating plan. Business operating plans come from
the president and come from the finance department to make sure the company is
selling enough forklifts to stay profitable.

The forecast numbers come from finance

to sales department, and the sales department makes sure that based on these
numbers we can meet the sales requirement for the market.
What are the materials involved in running the business?
There are different types of materials, forklifts have from about 20,000 to 22,000
parts.

What drives the materials is a different system called repetitive supply system,

that the same parts are being ordered on a daily basis from our suppliers with the
quantity change based on the model makes and the changes.
So can you give me some examples of the materials involved in running the
business?
First, we have to make sure that we have the correct order and very accurate bill of
materials in the system and engineering has to make sure that there are not many
deviations out of the bill of materials, and also we have to make sure we have very
accurate inventory to meet the requirements, some of the actual parts include the
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mass, which is what controls the lifting capacity for the forklifts, overhead guards,
engines, transmissions, harnesses, hoses, tires, wheels, steerings, horns, and
bearings among many other parts.
Which of these goods are finished goods?
When our forklifts are complete they are finished goods. We have two types of
finished goods, finished goods, which are manufactured locally, which is about 95%
and 5% come from Japan and Spain and we also export our forklifts to Europe, Asia,
South American and Central America.
How are these goods replenished?
95% are manufactured and assembled in the U.S. and 5% comefrom Japan and
Spain, there are only three forklift manufacturers for Nissan, and the one in the U.S.
which is based in Marengo, Illinois, Japan and the third is in Spain.
Could you describe what is involved as far as Master Scheduling is concerned
for these products, from the finished goods and down the product structure to
the highest level built to stock?
For Master Scheduling we first have to make sure that the orders are correct. The
way we plan our production is we have a weekly firm schedule and we have to affirm
our schedule on a weekly basis, however, because the lead-time from Japan, we
forecast for three months for parts coming from Japan, which they call IPO,
individual parts ordering. The lead-time from

u.s. Suppliers

is six weeks, however,

the six weeks are driven on just-in-time on a daily basis. What drives master
scheduling is the inventory accuracy, accuracy of forecasting, accuracy of bill of
materials to make sure we can build the correct forklifts to be delivered at the
correct time.
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Is Master Scheduling done on a weekly/daily basis?
The Schedule is reviewed on a daily basis; however, it is affirmed on a weekly basis.
The reason why we do that is we have to make sure there are no issues, for example,
every Friday the schedule is fixed for the following week, but it is being reviewed on
a daily basis to make sure there are no cancellations from our dealers, to make sure
all the parts are available, and to make sure our inventory is accurate as well, to
make sure there are no issues with the bill of materials to build the forklifts.
What are the inputs used to come up with the Master Schedule? i.e. product
forecasts, customer sales orders, DRP planned orders, inventory systems.
Master schedules make the schedule to fit the manufacturing schedule.

What drives

the master schedule is order taking from our dealers, based on our dealers' orders,
we forecast on a monthly basis. Before our schedule is complete how many forklifts
we have to build with a breakdown of each model, and in a weekly bucket, how many
we have to build every week, we make sure the dealer name is involved,
manufacturing orders, sales order number for the dealers, what type of forklifts, if
there is any special modification needed for the forklifts, and also the blue tag date.
The blue tag date is when the truck has to go on-line, plus when the fork-lift will be
off-line and the green-tag date when the truck is complete to be shipped and then we
will assign another date called a ship date to our dealers.
How critical do you think information sharing for pull phases in your
organization?
Information for pull phases is very critical for us; the fork lifts cannot be built and
we cannot plan master scheduling without the information that comes from our sales
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department, because they are the ones who initiate all the sales order, so it is very
crucial for us, and the information sharing is critical to our organization and that
involves the sales department, marketing, engineering, production control,
purchasing, logistics and shipping as well.
What has your organization done to improve information sharing?
To fully utilize our automated system, our automated system is Mac Pak system,
which is an Arthur Andersen system, that has been fully utilized in the last 8 or 9
years, prior to that everything was done manually, since we have been utilizing this
system our inventory accuracy has jumped to 70-80%, when we weren't utilizing the
system our inventory average was about 50-55%.
For the goods other than the finished goods, what are the steps involved in
Material Requirements Planning?
The bill of materials, we have to make sure the bill of materials is very accurate in
our system; we have to make sure our inventory is very accurate as well. We have to
make sure the expectation for delivery to the dealers can be met without any delay,
also we have to make sure our inventory is very low to build the forklifts at the
lowest cost as well.
Could you describe the inputs for MRP? i.e. master schedule, inventory status,
Bills of Material.
Forecasting, affirming the schedules, bill of materials accuracy, delivery of parts
from our suppliers, what we call dock stock dates, manufacturing orders, delivery
schedule to dealers, and also invoicing, but I mean invoicing after the fork lifts are
being shipped.
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Can you describe the outputs of MRP? i.e. planned orders?
The output for MRP isfirst there is a delivery schedule being issued on a weekly
basis, the dealers can see when the forklift will be complete, when it can be shipped,
as well as the output includes how we can build the forklift, what we call the
manufacturing orders. Manufacturing spells out what parts have to go on each
forklift and what drives that is the bill of materials, and the accuracy of the bill of
materials, the bill of materials is we have to make sure we have the correct structure
for the forklifts to make correct bill of materials.

Can you name some of the component parts and the dependent demand items?
The component parts are engines, transmissions, battery, tires, rims, masts,
overhead guards and all of them are just-in-time parts for us, even the engines and
transmissions are from Japanese suppliers, but the Japanese suppliers are
established in the U.S. and the lead-time for that is the same as local suppliers which
is six weeks, for the other parts that we purchase directly form Nissan Japan, the
lead-time is three months. Some of the dependent demand items include screws and
other basic parts.

As for the push phases, what systems provide information for these processes?
There are no push phases.

Do you know anything about forecasting and how your company derives them?
Our business-operating plan has to be done based on a firm number of forklifts that
have to be built on a yearly basis. For example, if we decided to build 10,000
forklifts, we have to forecast each month, how many forklifts have to be built, the
forecasts turn into a firm order, and the firm order we have is the method of N + 1,
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N+ 2, the N is the current month that has to be firm, +1 is the next month and N+ 2
the following month that has to be affirmed.

What drives that is as we said we go

back to three years history from our dealers and we look at the volume from our
dealers and the high-sales items from our dealers and based on that we decide what
model mix to build each month, delivery and so on, however we divide based on that
forecast, our manufacturing numbers on working days, and that working days for
each month will determine how many forklifts we have to make on a monthly basis.
How is this information transmitted to various parts of the organization?
When we gather the forecasts it has to come from the sales department, they are the
ones who will tell us we think we will be selling such-and-such numbers, after they
gather the forecast, they have to review it with manufacturing to make sure they are
on the same page and are in agreement with the forecasts; because if sales want to
sell high-demand items within a short period of time, maybe manufacturing cannot
meat their demands, so they have to agree. Manufacturing, finance and sales have
to agree on the forecasts and they are meeting continuously before it is agreed on;
and then it is on a spreadsheet and from that the spreadsheet will be signed off by
finance manufacturing and sales, after that it will be keyed in by our master schedule
in our system to start planning materials and scheduling. So it is transmitted via the
Mac Pac system.
If you could suggest any improvements for Nissan's inventory system, what
would they be?
Nissan's inventory system is currently at 70-80% and our goal is to be at 99%, some
of the issues we have is sometimes we have obsolete parts. Second, sometimes we
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have an issue with the bill of materials, that creates inventory inaccuracy, how to
improve the inventory system, this has been a difficult question for the last few years,
the only thing is to increase the cycle counts, in the cycle counts they re-verify the
accuracy of the parts, second is make sure that not many people have access to
adjust inventory in our system, only certain people have access to adjust inventory,
and the bill of materials is accurate, and then the right quantity is ordered for the
right forklifts.
How has Nissan's inventory system affected the financial performance of the
corporation?
The inventory system has had a great impact on our financial performance.

More

accurate inventory tracking and reduced inventory have helped Nissan become more
profitable.
Can you think of any problems with inventory Nissan has had in the past and
what steps were taken to fix them?
The major problem was about 8 or 9 years ago and the system was manual, the
automated system was not utilized 100%, after that, the company decided that one of
their objectives is to fully automate and utilize the existing system, which is called
Mac Pac system, and since our system has been fully utilized and automated
inventory accuracy improved because of that.
Has Nissan received any awards and or recognition for their inventory system?
No, because we are not over 95%, however, Nissan is an ISO certified division, I
don't know about any other divisions.
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Analysis and Conclusion:
The interviews with Sara Lee, Con Agra, and Nissan all shed light on the way
the corporations operate. First, when comparing secondary research gathered about
Sara Lee to primary research gathered from

an experienced

Sara Lee employee, there

was striking disparity. While various websites praised Sara Lee's implementation of
new technologies, Bob Johnson, the Director of Materials Management was skeptical.
Bob described a state-of-the art manufacturing system, which is known as Prizm. He
went on to describe a host of systems from an order entry system, all the way down
to a logistics system. Therefore, Sara Lee is incorporating some of the latest
technology and information available in the academic field of supply chain
management.

However, Bob also mentioned that Sara Lee chose to consolidate and

update their systems for the wrong reasons. He mentioned that, "I believe Sara Lee
went this route to centralize because consumers want to do business with one
company and not 17 or 18. This is why Sara Lee went this route not because it made
things better. A lot oftimes it doesn't work and it needs a lot of improvement."
Hence, Bob presents an alternative way of analyzing the implementation of new
technologies and the overhauling of the supply chain.
Nevertheless, even if the system was implemented to please consumers, it is
still worthwhile.

Contrary to the popular notion that making a supply chain more

efficient and implementing new technologies can only be justified through higher
returns, companies are often implementing these concepts and technologies to
remain competitive. Overhauling the supply chain and inventory processes does not
necessarily give corporations a competitive edge, however it may help them survive
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in the long run. Bob Johnson also indicated that as a result of consolidation and the
implementation of new systems the knowledge base was reduced through the
elimination of employees. Therefore, he recommended improving core activities
like marketing and sales. An important factor for every company to consider when
implementing an inventory system is the complete supply chain and all of the various
processes, from order taking to customer delivery.
One last recommendation for Sara Lee is to make use of a change agent. A
major problem encountered when changing over to new systems is employee
resistance. A change agent has the role of helping the employees make a smooth
transition to a new system. However, Bob is a manager and he is not convinced that
the new system adds any real benefit to the corporation. Furthermore, he
emphasized that the business still involves the same activities and has been
ultimately unchanged by the implementation ofthe new systems. The benefits and
costs of adopting a new system need to be made clear to employees and managers in
an organization in order to gain the support of employees.
Next, the information gathered from Con Agra proved useful. The
information was gathered through an interview with a supply chain analyst that
works for Con Agra. Interestingly, the secondary research indicated that Con Agra
was using a pull system known as just-in-time inventory. The Con Agra employee
detailed a push system that is currently being utilized. Con Agra is a large
corporation and has many divisions. Therefore, this discrepancy could be due to a
division operating against the norms because of a specific situation. Con Agra dry
products division does utilize some of the latest technologies.

Con Agra utilizes an
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implementation ofERP that is known as SAP. Information is integrated through the
use of software known as Informatica and warehousing is done through software
known as Red Prairie. The information gathered was useful, however, the
interviewee lacked knowledge in some important areas. He had a difficult time
explaining the master schedule as well as what is involved with material
requirements planning. One area that could use great improvement according to the
interviewee is information sharing. In addition, the area of forecasting needs
improvement.
Based on the interview, one can conclude that Con Agra's dry product
division is not capitalizing on current research and methods. Corporations are
rushing to implement complicated supply chain management software. However,
they have failed to consider how these systems could be modified to provide the
most utility to an organization.

Outsourcing is another important issue. Companies

are outsourcing activities that could be a potential source of competitive advantage.
Instead of working to make improvements to these areas, companies are adopting
standardized solutions. Con Agra could benefit by researching the Internet and how
it can provide more visibility than EDI (Chopra, Meindl, 2001).
As for how the inventory system affects the financial performance of the
company, the interviewee stated that the lower inventory levels are, the more trim the
company is financially. Another important factor to consider with a company that
sells food, is potential waste due to forecast errors. Forecasting is another area that
needs improvement and current academic research and technology could help Con
Agra revamp its forecast system. Forecasting should also be done in-house for Con
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Agra. Forecasts are currently outsourced through a company known as Logility.
Forecasts are critical to the success of the corporation and could provide a
competitive advantage. For that reason Con Agra should develop the capability of
deriving its own forecasts.
Sam Ayyash, a Nissan employee, provided valuable information about
Nissan's supply chain and inventory system. Sam Ayyash is a logistics manager at
Nissan. After careful analysis of the three companies considered, Nissans seems to
have benefited the most from adopting up-to-date methods and research for their
supply chain. Sam mentioned in the interview that Nissan had many problems when
inventory was kept track of manually. This scenario was also found in the secondary
research about Nissan. Next, MRP was installed, however, it was not fully utilized.
Nissan was able to motivate its employees and make the transition to full utilization.
This has resulted in dramatic improvement for the company. Inventory accuracy
jumped to 70-80% from 50-55%. Furthermore, Nissan has eliminated push
processes and only uses pull phases. This has resulted in a sizable decrease in
inventory, thus, improving the financials of the corporation. Nissan is an example of
how up-to-date information and current research can be used to enhance a
company's performance.

Important functions and processes like forecasting are

done in-house. This gives Nissan an edge because no one understands their business
better than them. In conclusion, while there are a number of companies missing out
on opportunities to improve their business by understanding and implementing
current research, some companies have figured out how to make this knowledge
work to their advantage.
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